The management and treatment of acute leukemias in the elderly population.
Treatment of elderly patients with acute leukemia is challenging. Older age is associated with increased risk of treatment-related toxicity. Currently, no consensus exists regarding optimal therapy in this patient population. Areas covered: The following review is a comprehensive summary of various therapeutic options reported over the past few years in elderly patients with acute leukemia. Expert commentary: While evidences can guide identification of frail older patients, sensitive assessment strategies are required to identify fit and vulnerable patients regardless of chronologic age. Individualized treatments may take into account not only an increase in survival, but also the maintenance or improvement in terms of quality of life, the management of symptoms, and a maximization of time outside of hospital care. In this setting, comprehensive geriatric assessments have been shown to improve routine assessment. Molecular abnormalities provide the genomic footprint for the development of targeted therapies. The addition of new monoclonal antibodies to conventional treatments also demonstrated promising primary results. Ongoing clinical trials testing the activity of these new agents may reshape treatment strategies in the elderly patient population.